The Young Scholar
Featured on the
Cover of “Miles to
Go, Promises to
Keep”
A young man “deadly earnest about life, liberty
and the pursuit of education” graces the cover
of Theriault’s July 2019 Marquis auction
catalog appropriately titled “Miles to
Go, Promises to Keep”. The doll, model
107, was presented by Kammer and
Reinhardt in 1909 and only a very few
of the model were ever made in this
largest 55 cm. (22”) size.

“‘His shoes are worn at the toes, his stockings the old
black ribbed, his suit herringbone with black velvet
collar. He is in earnest [sic] about life, liberty and the
pursuit of education.’” - Doll News, November 1969
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The history of the 107 model
is fascinating. It was 1908 and
a new energy had entered the
doll world. Reformers such
as Marion Kaulitz and Kathe
Kruse were introducing their
art reform dolls with realistic
expressions which would replace
the idealized pretty child dolls
of the past. Franz Reinhardt saw
the potential for a new market in
this, and casting about for ideas,
contacted a Berlin artist who
modeled for Reinhardt the first
of the K*R art character dolls;
this was the 100 character baby
which the artist basically copied
from a 15th century bust by the
Italian sculptor Donatello.
Reinhardt loved it, he wanted
more and the Berlin sculptor,
later identified as Arthur LewinFuncke, complied. This time
Lewin-Funcke drew upon his
own works, and presented the
bust “Portrait of a Boy”, which he
had sculpted in 1898, as an idea
for a doll portraying an older
boy. Reinhardt was elated and
this bust was to become the K*R
model 107 marketed as “Karl”.
It was not until nearly 80 years
later that Arthur Lewin-Funcke
was identified as the sculptor
of “Karl” by the dedicated
German doll scholars, Marianne
and Jurgen Cieslik. The doll
firm and the sculptor had
deliberately kept their alliance
private because making a doll
was considered a commercial
endeavor antithetical to the fine
art community in which LewinFuncke was famed. As Cieslik

noted in the book, German Doll
Studies, “Lewin-Funcke had taken
his secret of being the father of the
character doll movement to his
grave in 1937”.
As for the doll itself, only two
sizes were made, 12” and 22”.
And there were few. Florence
Theriault notes that only four
or five examples of the 22”
size have been presented at
Theriault’s in nearly 50 years.
As to the particular doll
presented here, the young
scholar, little is known about his
first sixty years of age, but it is
known that in November 1969
he appeared on the cover of the
UFDC journal Doll News, On the
inside cover of that journal is
this note about the doll: “German
bisque boy doll purchased by
U.F.D.C. for presentation to
Betty Brink on her retirement as
President of our organization on
August 10, 1969 in New Orleans.
Let Betty herself describe him:
‘Freddie, named for Frederation,
is the rare K*R 107 boy…His
shoes are worn at the toes, his
stockings the old black ribbed, his
suit herringbone with black velvet
collar. He is in earnest [sic] about
life, liberty and the pursuit of
education’”. x

The doll remained in the
hands of Betty Brink for many
years before his move to the
care of Mary Lou Rubright of
Shoemakersville, Pennsylvania
and on July 22 will begin the
next leg of his journey.

The modeling of children was a
particularly artistic challenge for
Professor Lewin-Funcke.

The doll appears on the cover of
“Miles to Go, Promises to Keep”.
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